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Abstract. Maximum weight clique and maximum weight independent
set solvers are often benchmarked using maximum clique problem instances, with weights allocated to vertices by taking the vertex number
mod 200 plus 1. For constraint programming approaches, this rule has
clear implications, favouring weight-based rather than degree-based heuristics. We show that similar implications hold for dedicated algorithms,
and that additionally, weight distributions affect whether certain inference rules are cost-effective. We look at other families of benchmark
instances for the maximum weight clique problem, coming from winner
determination problems, graph colouring, and error-correcting codes, and
introduce two new families of instances, based upon kidney exchange and
the Research Excellence Framework. In each case the weights carry much
more interesting structure, and do not in any way resemble the 200 rule.
We make these instances available in the hopes of improving the quality
of future experiments.

1

Introduction

This paper does not present a better algorithm for the maximum weight clique
problem. Instead, it argues that due to questionable benchmarking practices, we
do not know what the state of the art for maximum weight clique algorithms is.
This is unfortunate, because the problem is widely researched.
Of particular interest to us is using a maximum weight clique algorithm to
solve certain kinds of constraint optimisation problem. The reduction of constraint
satisfaction problems to finding a clique in a corresponding microstructure graph
is primarily studied for its theoretical properties [13–16, 28]. For problems with a
special objective function, a reduction to the maximum clique problem which
preserves the objective value is possible—indeed, recent experimental work shows
that this encoding, rather than conventional constraint programming, is the best
practical approach for solving the maximum common subgraph problem when
vertex or edge labels are present [39]. To tackle other problems this way (such
as graph edit distance problems with complex scoring schemes), we would like
to be able to relax the restrictions on the objective function, by reducing to the
maximum weight clique problem instead.
?
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This paper also does not attempt to demonstrate that this is a viable approach.
Although preliminary experiments suggest that this technique should not be
dismissed out of hand, we believe that its chances of success would be muchimproved by a change in how maximum weight clique algorithms are designed
and evaluated. We therefore begin with a brief review of maximum weight clique
algorithms. We then look at the set of instances usually used for benchmarking,
focussing in particular upon a widespread practice of allocating weights to
unweighted graphs. We show how this has affected the design of heuristics and
other filtering rules. We finish by looking at other problem instances, where
weights have real-world meanings and the vertices often have special structure;
we make all of these instances available for other experimenters to use.

2

Maximum Weight Clique Algorithms

Given a graph G where each vertex v has an integer weight w(v), the maximum
weight clique problem is to find a subset of vertices of maximum sum of weights,
such that every vertex in the subset is adjacent to every other in the subset; note
that the maximum weight independent set and minimum weighted vertex cover
problems are essentially equivalent. The problem also comes in an edge-weighted
variant, which we do not discuss in this paper. We write N(v) for the set of
vertices adjacent to v (that is, its neighbourhood ), the degree of a vertex is the
cardinality of its neighbourhood, and the density of a graph is the proportion of
potential edges which are present. We use C in our descriptions of algorithms to
denote the current clique that is being built during search; P denotes the set of
candidate (potential) vertices that may be added to this clique.
Cliquer [43] finds a maximum clique and an earlier paper [42] presents a sketch
of how Cliquer can find a maximum weight clique. Cliquer is essentially a
Russian Doll search [60], finding a maximum weight clique in iteration i with
an initial clique C = {i} and a candidate set of vertices to choose from P =
N(i) ∩ {0, . . . , i − 1}. The weight of this clique is then stored in an array element
c[i]. In the case of unweighted maximum clique, c[i] = c[i − 1] if we cannot unseat
the incumbent using vertices {0, . . . , i}. If we can unseat the incumbent using
vertices {0, . . . , i} then we must have added one more vertex, that vertex is i and
c[i] = c[i − 1] + 1. In the case of maximum weight clique, c[i] is a weight, and
c[i] > c[i − 1] if and only if we unseat the incumbent using vertices {0, . . . , i}.
Obviously, 0 ≤ c[i] − c[i − 1] ≤ w(i). When a vertex v is selected from P to add
to C, c[v] can be used to prune the search. Prior to adding vertex v to C, we
know that the best possible clique that can be found using vertices {0, . . . , v} is
c[v], so if the weight of C plus c[v] does not exceed the weight of the incumbent
then search can be abandoned. The search is also pruned if the total weight of
C ∪ P is no greater than the incumbent.
Kumlander’s algorithm [32] is an enhancement of Cliquer. At the top of search
the vertices of the graph are coloured, giving colour classes C1 to Ck . In each

colour class, vertices are then sorted by weight in ascending order. We now have
a Cliquer-like search with iterations 1 to k, where iteration i finds the heaviest
clique using vertices in the colour classes C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ci and the weight is recorded
in c[i] (as in Cliquer). This can then be used as a bound (as before) along with a
colouring upper bound, that P
is the sum of the maximum weights in each of the
i
colour classes C1 . . . Ci , i.e. j=1 max{w(v) : v ∈ Cj ∩ P }.
MWCLQ [22] uses MaxSAT reasoning to tighten an upper bound given by
vertex colouring. At each search node, the vertices of G are first partitioned into
independent sets C1 ∪. . .∪Cn . This allows conversion to a literal-weighted MaxSAT
encoding: a variable xi is created for every vertex vi , having w(xi ) = w(vi ), and
a hard clause xi ∨ xj is posted for each pair of vertices vi , vj which are not
adjacent. For each independent set Ci = {v1 , . . . , vl }, a soft clause is then added
where literals are weighted, ci = (x1 , w(x1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ (xl , w(xl )), where w(c) is the
maximum literal weight within that clause and literals in a clause are sorted by
weight in non-increasing order. The upper bound starts as the sum of all original
soft clause weights. By applying unit propagation on an instance, the algorithm
identifies sets S of conflicting soft clauses and for each, the accompanying set Stopk
where the k highest-weight literals are failed. Defining w(S) = min{w(c) : c ∈ S}
and k(t) as the count of failed high-weight literals in t, the upper bound is
then reduced by min(w(S), mint∈Stopk (w(t) − w(xk(t)+1 ))). Further such sets (and
bounds reductions) are identified by iteratively splitting and transforming the
soft clauses in S and Stopk to obtain new unit clauses.
Tavares [2, 59] introduces a new heuristic colouring algorithm for calculating an
upper bound, BITCOLOR, in which each vertex may appear in more than one
colour class. Each colour class has an associated weight, and the colouring has
the property that the weight of a vertex v equals the sum of the weights of the
colour classes to which v belongs. If we produce a colouring of the candidate
set P in this way, andPlet UB(P ) be the sum of colour-class weights, it can be
shown that UB(P ) + v∈C w(v) is a valid upper bound on the maximum clique
weight. In practice, this approach produces a tighter upper bound than simple
colouring. Tavares uses BITCOLOR in three algorithms for maximum weight
clique: a Cliquer-style Russian dolls algorithm, an algorithm which branches on
vertices in reverse colouring order, and a resolution search algorithm [12].
OTClique [55] enhances the Russian dolls approach of Cliquer by precomputing,
using dynamic programming, the maximum-weight clique in each of a large set
of induced subgraphs of G. The precomputed values are used to quickly calculate
a bound that is tighter than the naı̈ve sum-of-vertex-weights bound used by
Cliquer.
WLMC is an exact algorithm which is designed for large, sparse graphs, but also
performs well on the relatively small, dense graphs that are the focus of this
paper. In a preprocessing step—which is performed at the top of search and also
after every possible choice of first vertex—WLMC uses the method of Carraghan

and Pardalos [11] to produce a vertex ordering and an initial incumbent clique.
The preprocessing step then reduces the size of the graph by deleting any vertex
v such that the incumbent clique has weight greater than or equal to w(v) plus
the sum of weights of v’s neighbours. At each node of the branch-and-bound
search, WLMC uses MaxSAT reasoning to find a set of vertices on which it is
unnecessary to branch1 .
Other approaches The problem has also been tackled using mathematical programming [25,27,61], and is the subject of ongoing research for inexact (heuristic)
solutions [3,4,10,20,27,29,41,62,65,66]. Finally, sometimes alternative constraints
or objectives are considered [6, 34, 54].

3

Current Practices in Benchmarking

For the maximum (unweighted) clique problem, experimenters are blessed with a
suite of instances from the second DIMACS implementation challenge [30]. These
are all relatively small, dense graphs. Most instances fit into one of three classes:
– Graphs which encode a problem from another domain. The “c-fat” family
encode a problem involving fault diagnosis for distributed systems [5]. The
“hamming” and “johnson” graphs model problems from coding theory [7].
The “keller” instances encode a geometric conjecture [17], and the MANN
family is made from clique formulations of the Steiner triple problem [36]. In
each of these cases, the size of the solution has a real-world interpretation
(and sometimes the vertices contained therein also convey meaning).
– Randomly-generated graphs. The “C” and “DSJC” instances are simple
random graphs of varying orders and densities. The “p hat” family are also
random graphs, but with an unusually large degree spread [23, 56].
– Random graphs with large hidden solutions. The “brock” family of instances
[9] are an attempt at camouflaging a known clique in a quasi-random graph
for cryptographic purposes, in a way resistant to heuristic attacks. The “gen”
and “san(r)” instances use a different technique for hiding a large clique of
known size in a graph [50,51]: again, they are an attempt to create challenging
instances with a known and unusually large optimal solution.
The instances from the first set are valuable because of their applications. Meanwhile, the randomly generated instances are useful because they provide a challenge: although being able to solve crafted hard instances is not the primary
goal of developing clique algorithms, working on these instances has led to better
solvers. For example, Depolli et al. [18] use a maximum clique algorithm for new
instances from a biochemistry application, and note that although their instances
are reasonably easy for a modern algorithm, they are challenging for earlier
1

The existing implementation of WLMC does not support the large weights that
appear in many of the instances in this paper. Therefore, we could not include this
program in our experimental evaluation.

algorithms that predate experiments on these instances; a similar conclusion
holds for clique-based solvers for maximum common subgraph problems [39].
For the weighted problem, standard practice is to take these same instances, and
to follow a convention usually ascribed to Pullan [45]:
“Instances were converted to MVWC instances (the DIMACS-VW benchmark) by allocating weight, for vertex i, of i mod 200 + 1”.
Incidentally, Mannino and Stefanutti [37] had used a similar convention previously,
using modulo 10 rather than 200. Pullan justifies this rule and choice of constant
as follows:
“This technique allows future investigators to simply replicate the experiments performed in this study. The constant 200 in the weight calculation
was determined after a number of experiments showed that the generated
problems appeared to be reasonably difficult for PLS (clearly, allocating
weights in the range 1, . . . , k results in an MC instance when k = 1 while,
intuitively, it is reasonable to expect that as k increases, the difficulty in
solving the instance will, in general, increase).”
This rule, together with a similar rule for allocating weights to edges for the
edge-weighted variant of the problem, is very widely used [2–4,20–22,25,27,29,32,
34,41–43,45,55,61,62,65,66, and many more], often as the only way of evaluating
a solver. It has also recently been adopted for large sparse graphs [10, 20, 29, 62],
and for benchmarking the minimum weight dominating set problem [63].

4

Experimental Setup

Our experiments are performed on a machine with dual Intel Xeon E5-2697A v4
CPUs and 512GBytes RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04. We used the latest version
of Cliquer (1.21), released in 2010, downloaded from the author’s website. The
source code for MWCLQ and OTClique was provided by these programs’ authors.
We modified each program by changing every occurrence of int to a 64-bit integer
type, in order to accommodate the large weights that occur in some classes of
instance. This change has a measurable effect on the runtime of the programs,
particularly for OTClique.
Tavares’ programs were not available when we ran our experiments. We have
therefore written two programs using a Tavares-style colouring for use in our
experiments, one which uses Russian Dolls and one which branches in an order
based on colouring. We call these programs TR and TC, respectively. In both
Tavares’ description and our implementations, bitsets are used to perform the
colouring step efficiently.
All five programs are implemented in C, and were compiled using GCC 5.4.0
at optimisation level -O3. We set the OTClique parameter l to 20. Finally, we
implemented a constraint programming model in Java, using the Choco solver
version 3.3.3.
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Fig. 1. A comparison of heuristics using a Choco model, over random graphs with 70
vertices, density 0.6, and sequential weights starting from x and never exceeding 200.

5

Does Weight Allocation Affect Algorithm Design?

The maximum weight clique problem has an obvious constraint programming
model: we have a 0/1 variable for each vertex, a constraint for each non-adjacent
pair of vertices prohibiting the two vertices from being set to 1 simultaneously,
and an objective to maximise the weighted sum over all variables. But what
about variable-ordering heuristics? For the unweighted maximum clique problem,
we might use the degree of the vertex corresponding to each variable. In the
weighted case, we could look either at degree, or at weight.
When weights are chosen to be between 1 and 200, we would expect weights
to be much more important than degree: selecting a vertex of high weight would
affect the solution more than selecting several vertices of low weight. Thus it
seems likely that a variable-ordering heuristic which considered weights would
be best. On the other hand, if we selected weights to be between 190 and 200,
perhaps degree would matter more instead?
Figure 1 confirms this suspicion. We look at random graphs with 70 vertices
and density 0.6. We assign weights sequentially, starting at x + 1 and wrapping
back to x + 1 when we exceed 200. Thus, on the far left of the plot, we have
weights ranging from 1 to 70, in the middle from 101 to 170, near the right from
180 to 200 (with weights repeated), and on the far right, every weight is 200.
For the y-axis, we plot the mean search effort from a sample of 100 runs for
our Choco model, using ascending and descending degree or weight as static
variable-ordering heuristics, and preferring 1 over 0 as a value-ordering heuristic.
Because weights are allocated sequentially, we randomly permute the order of
vertices before solving to avoid using weight unintentionally as a tie-breaking
heuristic. The results show that when weights are chosen to be between 1 and
70, it is indeed best to select a weight-based variable ordering heuristic. However,
once weights are chosen to be between 50 and 119, it becomes much more useful
to use degree-based heuristics.
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Fig. 2. Which heuristic is best when varying density (x-axis) and weight range (y-axis),
choosing from descending/ascending weight (dark/medium blue), descending/ascending
degree (orange/yellow), or no difference (white). Graphs have 70 vertices for Choco,
and 100 for the other algorithms (which also have higher plotting densities). No plot is
monochromatic, showing that heuristics are affected by density and weight ranges.

The plot also shows the effects of using impact-based search [46]. These
results are nearly as good as the degree-based heuristics, but do not beat tailored
heuristics. Impact-based search is also unable to mimic weight-based heuristics
in the parts of the parameter-space where weights are more informative, since
impact is unaware of the effect of domain deletions upon the objective function.
We also plot domain over weighted degree [8], which fares less well.
What about other densities? Most of the DIMACS instances are dense—does
this affect algorithm design too? In the top left plot of Figure 2, we vary both the
graph density and weight range, and use colour to show which heuristic has best
average performance at each point. The results show that when the minimum
weight is low (such as when using the 200 rule), we should favour descending
weight heuristics, but otherwise we should favour ascending degree.
This basic constraint programming approach is not performance-competitive,
but the relative simplicity of the algorithm makes it easy to experiment with.
What about the algorithms introduced in Section 2, which use more complex
branching strategies and inference? Figure 2 also compares the run times of five
dedicated algorithms with modified vertex orderings, working with 100 vertex
graphs. (Note that several of the algorithms have branching strategies that are
influenced by, but not identical to, the order of vertices in the graph.) The focus
of this paper is not on explaining these results in great detail: we are simply
demonstrating that the 200 rule has likely had an effect on algorithm design2 .
2

It is interesting to note that MWCLQ often resembles Choco but with a higher
threshold for switching away from weights, except that sometimes it is worth switching
to descending degree as well as ascending degree, and that the three Russian Dolls
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Fig. 3. Comparing TC with a simpler algorithm which does not use the Tavares
multi-colouring rule, on 200 vertex graphs with density 0.6, and different weight ranges.

The default orderings for most of these algorithms are primarily weight-based,
which appears to be a good choice when weight ranges are large (there are many
dark and light blue points towards the bottom of these plots), but perhaps not
otherwise (the plots are not monochromatic, and there are large orange and / or
yellow areas in each plot).
Are heuristics the only design choice affected by the benchmark instances?
Figure 3 compares our Tavares-style algorithm TC with a similar algorithm which
uses a simple colour bound rather than the Tavares-style multi-colouring. The
plots show mean search effort and runtimes for random 200-vertex instances
of density 0.6. On the instances with a wide weight range such as 5–200, the
Tavares-style algorithm is the clear winner. When the minimum weight is greater
than 100, the simple algorithm is faster; although it visits more search nodes,
this is outweighed by the shorter time per node of the simpler algorithm. This
shows that the practical benefits of Tavares’ more complex bound are also heavily
dependent upon how weights are allocated.

6

Other Families of Problem Instances

Having questioned the 200 rule and the use of unweighted DIMACS instances,
we now discuss five families of instances which we hope will lead to better
experiments in the future. Three of these are from existing papers (but in one
case the instances are hard to find online in a convenient format), and two are
new. We bring all of these instances together in the standard DIMACS format to
help future experimenters, and we will update this collection as new families are
uncovered3 . Note that many of these instances require support for 64-bit weights.

3

algorithms exhibit similar heuristic behaviour to each other. We do not understand
how ordering heuristics should work with Russian Dolls search, and suggest that this
could be a good avenue for future research—for example, perhaps it is better to use
different heuristics for different dolls?
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.816293
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Figure 4 plots weight versus degree for one instance from each of these families.
We also plot “brock400 1” from the DIMACS set using the 200 rule: observe that
degree gives almost no information for this instance, compared to weight. We
return to this figure as we introduce each family.
6.1

Kidney Exchange

Kidney-exchange schemes exist in several countries to increase the number of
transplants from living donors to patients with end-stage renal disease [24, 35, 47].
A patient enters the scheme along with a friend or family member who is willing to
donate to that patient but unable to do so due to blood or tissue incompatibility.
These two participants form a donor-patient pair. From the pool of donor-patient
pairs, the scheme administrator periodically arranges exchanges, each of which
involves two or more donor-patient pairs. In a two-way exchange, the donor of
the first pair gives a kidney to the patient of the second pair, and the donor of
the second pair gives a kidney to the patient of the first. In three-way and larger
exchanges, kidneys are donated between the donor-patient pairs cyclically.
In addition, many schemes benefit from altruistic donors, who enter the
scheme without a paired patient, and may initiate a chain of donations. For the
optimisation problem, we may view an altruistic donor as a donor paired with a
“dummy patient” who is compatible with any donor.
Each feasible exchange is given a score reflecting its desirability. This may,
for example, take into account the size of the exchange, the time that patients
have been waiting for a transplant, and the probability that the transplants will
be successful. Typically, the scheme administrator carries out a matching run

at fixed intervals, with the goal of maximising the sum of exchange scores. A
popular approach to solving this optimisation problem is integer programming
using the cycle formulation, in which we have one binary variable for each
feasible exchange, and a constraint for each participant in the scheme ensuring
that he or she is involved in at most one selected exchange [1, 48]. We propose
that this optimisation problem may, alternatively, be solved by reduction to
maximum-weight clique. Each vertex is an exchange, whose weight is its score.
Two exchanges are adjacent if and only if they have no participants in common.
To create maximum weight clique instances, we used kidney instances by
Dickerson [19], available on PrefLib [38], originally from a widely-used generator
due to Saidman et al. [49] (real instances cannot be made public due to medical
confidentiality). The weighting scheme and exchange size cap we used are based
on the system used in the UK’s National Living Donor Kidney Sharing Scheme
(NLDKSS) [35]. The NLDKSS has a maximum exchange size of three, and has
five objectives, ranked hierarchically. The first objective is optimised; subject to
this being at its optimal value, the second objective is optimised, and so on.
The primary objective is to maximise the number of effective two-way exchanges: exchanges that either consist of only two donor-patient pairs, or which
contain (as part of a larger exchange) two donor-patient pairs who could by
themselves form a two-way exchange. This provides robustness: part of a larger
exchange may still proceed even if the full exchange does not (for example, due to
illness). The second objective is to maximise the total number of transplants. The
third objective is to minimise the number of three-way exchanges. The fourth
objective is to maximise the number of back-arcs in three-way exchanges; these
are compatibilities between donor-patient pairs in the reverse direction of the
exchange. The final objective is to optimise the weight of the exchange, which is
a value based on factors including the number of previous matching runs that
patients have been in, and the level of compatibility between donors and patients
in planned transplants.
To create these instances, we used the first four of these objectives, combining
them into a single long integer using the formula x = 236 x1 + 224 x2 + 212 x3 + x4
where xi is an exchange’s score for the ith objective. We use a simple transformation to convert the third objective from a minimisation to a maximisation.
This method of combining scores in order to perform a single optimisation is
not practical using IP solvers because, as Manlove and O’Malley [35] observe,
the resulting weights would be too large for IP solvers. By contrast, all of our
maximum-weight clique solvers can use 64-bit weights without loss of precision.
(Ideally, we would like to use even larger weights, to include the fifth ranking
criterion.) Note that due to the extreme ranges of weights requiring the use of a
log scale, Figure 4 does not clearly show the variation between weights.
6.2

Colouring Instances

In branch and bound graph colouring algorithms such as Held et al. [26] the
fractional chromatic number χf (G) acts as a useful upper bound. This can be
found according to an integer programming formulation introduced by Mehrotra

and Trick [40]: the model starts with a subset of the required variables, which is
extended if a maximum weight independent set (MWIS) of weight at least 1 can
be found within the original graph. The weights themselves are the dual price of
including that vertex in the model according to an independent set formulation,
multiplied by some factor scalef to achieve integer values. As a result, these
graphs feature very large weights to have sufficient resolution to encode small
fractions of scalef.
The instances we include are due to Held et al. Each instance arises during
colouring of a corresponding DIMACS instance; many of these are the last
such MWIS instance encountered during search, and represent that problem’s
bottleneck.
6.3

Error-Correcting Codes

Östergård [42] describes the following problem from coding theory. Let a length
n, a distance d, a weight w, and a permutation group G be given. The objective
is to find a maximum-cardinality set C of codes (binary vectors) of length n,
such that each element in S has Hamming weight w; each pair of elements in
C is at least Hamming distance d apart; and for every permutation σ ∈ G and
every code c ∈ C, we have that σ(c) ∈ C. Östergård shows how this problem
may be reduced to maximum weight clique by partitioning the set of all binary
vectors of length n and weight w into orbits under the permutation group G, and
creating a vertex for each orbit satisfying the condition that no two members
of the orbit are less than Hamming distance d apart. The weight of each vertex
equals the size of the corresponding orbit, and two vertices are adjacent if and
only if all pairs of members of the two orbits are at least distance d apart.
The fifteen instances presented by Östergård are no longer readily available.
We have written a program to reconstruct the instances. For the instance ECC10
shown in Figure 4 the weights range from one to eight, and are roughly inversely
correlated with degree; in other instances, the weights go as high as eighty.
6.4

The Winner Determination Problem

In a combinatorial auction, bidders are allowed to bid on sets of items rather
than just single items. For example, at a furniture auction, agent A might bid
for four dining chairs and a table, rather than bid for each chair and the table
separately. Another bidder, agent B, might bid for the same table and a sideboard,
whilst agent C bids for the sideboard and a set of crockery. Agent B’s bid is
incompatible with that of A (they want the same table) and that of C (they want
the same sideboard), but A’s bid is compatible with C’s (there is no intersection
on the items of interest).
Finding an allocation of items to bidders that maximizes the auctioneer’s
revenue is called the winner determination problem (WDP) [44,52,53]. A problem
instance can be represented as a weighted graph. A vertex v in the graph
corresponds to a bid, the weight of v is the value of that bid, and an edge
exists between a pair of vertices (u, v) if the corresponding bids have no items in

common (i.e. they are compatible with each other). Consequently, a maximum
weight clique corresponds to an optimal allocation.
WDP instances, available via cspLib [44] and originally created by Lau and
Goh [33], have been used as a benchmark suite by Fang et al. [22] and Wu and
Hao [64] for comparing one maximum weight clique algorithm against another.
But what do these instances look like? Figure 4, instance WDP in201, shows
that high weight vertices have low degree, and light weight vertices have high
degree. This is not surprising: a high value bid is typically a bid for many items
and is incompatible with many other bids, and corresponds to a heavy vertex of
low degree. Consequently, when used to compare algorithms, we might find that
an ordering on decreasing weight will perform much the same as an ordering of
increasing degree.
6.5

The Research Excellence Framework

In 2016, Her Majesty’s Government proposed that in the next Research Excellence
Framework (REF2021) academics would be allowed to submit exactly four
publications over a given interval of time (typically 4 years)4 . In a university,
in each unit of assessment (typically a department or school) each member of
staff would submit six publications and of those six publications management
would select four. Papers are assigned rankings in the range 4 to 1, with 4 being
“internationally excellent”. Therefore, for each member of staff, there would be
C46 possible selections, where each selection would have a combined ranking in
the range 4 to 16. At most one of these 4-selections would be allowed for each
member of staff, and no publication could be counted more than once (that is,
co-authors within the same unit of assessment cannot both submit a shared
publication).
This has strong similarities to a winner determination problem: we must find
an allocation of items (sets of four publications) to bidders (academic staff) that
maximizes the auctioneer’s (unit of assessment’s) revenue (combined rankings).
Realistic instances were generated for departments with n members of academic staff producing m publications. A random number of papers were generated,
each with a ranking in the range 2 to 4, with a specified distribution based on
historical data5 . For each member of staff 6 papers were randomly selected, and
that member of staff was then considered an author. This was then represented
as a weighted graph. The graph has 15 · n vertices (there are 15 ways for each
author to choose 4 publications from 6) with weights in the range 8 to 16. The
15 vertices associated with an author form an independent set (at most one of
the author’s 4-selections can be selected).
As the number of publications to choose from increases, the likelihood of any
pair of 4-selections having a publication in common falls, so bids become more
compatible and the resultant graph has more edges (is denser), and this tends
to increase the difficulty of the problem. For example with n = 20 and m = 50
4
5

However, in July 2016 Lord Nicholas Stern suggested greater flexibility be allowed.
Being a “research-led institution” no papers with a ranking of 1 are allowed.

graphs have 300 vertices and average density 0.67, and with n = 20 and m = 30
we again have 300 vertices and density is 0.52 on average. These graphs have
a maximum (unweighted) clique of size no more than min(n, m/4). There is a
small range of weights (8 to 16) and in any instance there is a small variation in
degree (see instance REF 25-35-01 in Figure 4).
6.6

Experiments

In Figures 5 to 10 we plot, for each algorithm, the cumulative number of instances
which can be solved in under a certain amount of time, for these different families
of instances. The dark thick line in each plot shows that algorithm’s default vertex
ordering, and the light lines show ascending and descending weight and degree
orderings. To interpret these plots, select a preferred timeout along the x-axis,
and then select the line with highest y-value to determine the best-performing
algorithm for that choice of timeout.
Although we did not intend to carry out an algorithmic beauty contest, these
results support the simple conclusion that our implementation of Tavares’ (little
known) colour-ordering algorithm is consistently the best solver, and that the
default heuristic we picked for it (decreasing degree order) is nearly always the
best. This is a surprise. We were hoping to end this paper by stressing the
importance of tailoring heuristics and solvers on a family by family basis, perhaps
suggesting algorithm portfolios, but instead we have identified a clear winner.

7

Conclusion

Despite our experiments suggesting a single winning algorithm, we believe our new
sets of instances are valuable. The 200-weighted DIMACS benchmark instances
are often cited as being good “real-world” tests for the maximum weight clique
problem. This is not the case: some of these instances are real-world tests for the
maximum clique problem, but adding weights destroys the real-world meaning of
the results. Additionally, most of these instances are of the “crafted, challenging”
(for unweighted clique) kind, and again, adding 200-rule weights destroys these
properties. The other families we discuss in this paper are somewhat better in
this respect, and if they replace the 200-weighted DIMACS instances as the
standard for benchmarking, they may open the way up more interesting kinds of
algorithm in the future.
Figure 6 emphasises this opportunity. It shows 50 kidney-exchange instances
which have a minimum of 16 pairs and no altruistic donors, and a maximum
of 64 pairs and 6 altruistic donors. These results are far from competitive with
leading integer program solvers, which can solve each of these instances in less
than a second.
Our discussion has focussed on weights. However, it is worth noting that for
many of the DIMACS instances, vertex degrees are also unusually unhelpful. The
situation shown in the top left plot of Figure 4 where each vertex has similar
degree is common, and for some instance families, the degrees are deliberately
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Fig. 5. Cumulative plots for DIMACS instances, with weights in range 1–200 added
using the standard scheme. The dark thick line is the default heuristic for each solver,
and the thin light lines show ascending and descending degree and weight heuristics.
The x-axis is runtime in milliseconds, and the y-axis plots the cumulative number of
instances which can be solved (individually) in time less than or equal to x.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative plots for error correcting code instances.

constructed to be misleading. In contrast, the vertices in our instances were not
crafted with hostile intent, and they often carry a certain amount of structure. This
is particularly true with microstructure-like encodings, where vertices from any
given variable always form an independent set, and where we know that the graph
may always be coloured in a particular way. Now that we have families of instances
that have interesting, realistic structure, perhaps subsequent algorithms can be
tailored to exploit these properties (such as treating the first branching vertex
specially [58]), and it may also be worth considering preprocessing techniques [57].
We hope to extend our collections of instances and algorithms in the future,
and perhaps this will make these results more interesting and inspiring. We are
also interested in real instances for the edge-weighted variant of the problem,
which suffers similarly from an arbitrary weight allocation rule.
We note in passing that all of these instances are dense, despite being “realworld” instances. It is important to distinguish between solving graph problems
on graphs which directly represent real-world phenomena (which are often sparse
and have power-law degree structures), with solving problems which encode the
solution to a problem. Graphs of the latter kind may very well be dense. This
is true even when the question being answered is regarding a sparse graph: for
example, when solving the maximum common subgraph problem via reduction
to clique, the encoding of two sparse graphs gives a dense graph [39]. Similarly,
microstructure graphs for non-trivial problems are usually reasonably dense.
Finally, we observed (in Figure 2) an anomaly with respect to the variableordering heuristics used by Russian Doll algorithms. Clearly, this deserves more
attention.
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